Inherent reality
By charles stainback
The “reality” afforded by the camera, and the
misconception that the fundamental role of the
photographer is to to document the world and
bring back a two dimensional version of reality,
has shifted dramatically in recent times . In many
ways this shift in the understanding and even the
”look” of many documentary photographers appears
to have taken place parallel to the growing
acceptance of photography within the art world
over the past several decades.
In a world of tabloids, computer manipulation and
hard-hitting photojournalism, the fundamental
role of the documentary photographer –to capture
reality and record the truth-has taken on a new
meaning.
In her most recent work, photographer Bastienne
Schmidt shows us that the documentary tradition
has assumed a somewhat altered form in Latin
America.
Facing a political culture of increasing brutality,
a society where poverty and deprivation are the
norm,Schmidt presents the viewer with fragments
of bogota. They are fragments that are as macabre
as any nightmare, yet honest and compassionate in
the story they tell.
For many of us, Colombia is simply a country in
South America where coffee is the main export,and
a place wher violence,drugs and corruption existin
abundance. It is bordered by panama, Brazil and and
venezula,and bogota is it’s capital. In Colombia,the

andes ,the amazon ,and the equator are all in close
proximity. the population at last count was close to
34 million. The bogota pictured by bastienne
Schmidt however is organized around images of
children, street life and death. It was never her
intention to make a portrait of the city; the city is
simply part of her ongoing project.
The larger project of which the bogota pictures
are a part explores death rituals in latin AmericaColombia, Mexico ,cuba ,peru and Guatemala. Part
voyeur, part photojournalist, Schmidt defies
categorization. her work is a hybrid of intuition
and aesthetic sensibility. She has successfully
combined her formal art training with something
of the colder more formulaic look of the tabloid
photographer and developed a way of seeing that
articulates the ritual and sadness of death. She
travels Latin America looking the grim realities of
daily life in the face. In describing herself, she
says, simply , that she is an “observer of society”,
and a “modern anthropologist who uses the camera
as a tool.” But the world that she encountersindeed, seeks out, as part of her ongoing project –
in bogota is much different than the country
depicted on the vacation picture postcard.
For once again in the lamentable history of south
America, we have a new anthropology of life as
well as death. Schmidt is a student of these
rituals of death, and in her work she amasses the
data, compiles the evidence, and examines the
customs and beliefs of the disenfranchised and
and underprivileged. In tandem with text from her
journals, she introduces us not only to street
scenes of glimpses of everyday life-bullfights,
cockfights, children, ambiguous observations-but
also of the grim but strangely touching realities
of the morgue, the cemetery, and the grave.

Look closely at Bastienne Schmidt’s photographs.
While the influences of art training are evident in
her emphasis on framing, juxtaposition, and subject
matter, lessons of the documentary tradition are
clearly evident. The rawness and brutal honesty
of her images recall Weegee’s chilling yet superb
photographs of daily life, the man in the street,
violent crimes and disasters and their survivors in
the 1930s and 40s. Uncensored and harsh,
Schmidt’s photographs are not easy. Yet what else
should we expect. She has chosen to bring us one
of life’s harshest realities-death.
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